
Name:  ____________________________                     Level C: Christmas Words
     

         Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  The holiday greeting card had the words, “Let your         1.  ____________________
days be marry and bright,” printed on the inside. 

2.   Molly and her parents took a slay ride through                  2.  ____________________
Central Park in New York City.  

3.  Dad strung the holiday lights on the bushes outside. 3.  ____________________

4.  The candel Ashanti bought at the store has a 4.  ____________________
cinnamon and clove scent.

5.  Anwar made paper snow flakes in his art class today.     5.  ____________________

6.  Have you ever heard the holiday song called “The          6.  ____________________
Hollie and the Ivy”?

7.  Latisha and her sister made a snowman in the yard.  7.  ____________________

8.  Can you name all of Santa's raindeer?     8.  ____________________

9.  Bernadette's favorite ornament is the little glass angle.    9.  ____________________
 

10. Mrs. Sharma hung a wreeth in each window.                  10.  ____________________
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Name:  ____________________________

11. Emilio and Pablo wrote their wish lists to Santa.   11.  __________________

12.  Rodney's favorite season is wintar because he likes           12.  __________________
skiing and snowboarding.                

13.  “Chrissmas is my favorite time of the year!” Adrian said.   13.  __________________

14.  We sang corals with our family and friends.     14.  __________________

15.  Jenna wrote a story about an elve who lived at the          15.  __________________
North Pole.              

           

 Basic Words 

16.  One star in the night sky shone more brightly                     16.  ___________________
than all the others.                

  

17.  “Can we get a real trea this year?” Catalina asked         17.  ___________________
her parents.                

18. Aaron gave a gift to his brother.                       18.  ___________________
 

 Challenge Words 

19.   Mr. Padilla kissed Mrs. Padilla under the missletow.  19.  ___________________

20.   “When are we going to open the presents?” Damian        20.  ___________________
         asked excitedly.                               
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ANSWER KEY
     

            Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  The holiday greeting card had the words, “Let your          1.  merry
days be  marry  and bright,” printed on the inside. 

2.   Molly and her parents took a  slay  ride through                  2.  sleigh
Central Park in New York City.  

3.  Dad strung the holiday  lights  on the bushes outside. 3.  CORRECT

4.  The  candel  Ashanti bought at the store has a 4.  candle
cinnamon and clove scent.

5.  Anwar made paper  snow flakes  in his art class today.     5.  snowflakes

6.  Have you ever heard the holiday song called “The          6.  Holly
Hollie  and the Ivy”?

7.  Latisha and her sister made a  snowman  in the yard.  7.  CORRECT 

8.  Can you name all of Santa's  raindeer?     8.  reindeer

9.  Bernadette's favorite ornament is the little glass  angle.    9.  angel  

10. Mrs. Sharma hung a  wreeth  in each window.                         10.  wreath
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ANSWER KEY
 11. Emilio and Pablo wrote their wish lists to  Santa.   11.  CORRECT

12.  Rodney's favorite season is  wintar  because he likes           12.  winter
skiing and snowboarding.                

13.  “Chrissmas  is my favorite time of the year!” Adrian said.   13.  Christmas

14.  We sang  corals  with our family and friends.   14.  carols

15.  Jenna wrote a story about an  elve  who lived at the          15.  elf
North Pole.              

         

 Basic Words 

16.  One  star  in the night sky shone more brightly                     16.  CORRECT 
than all the others.                

  

17.  “Can we get a real  trea  this year?” Catalina asked         17.  tree
her parents.                

18. Aaron gave a  gift  to his brother.                       18.  CORRECT 
 

 Challenge Words 

19.   Mr. Padilla kissed Mrs. Padilla under the  missletow.  19.  mistletoe 

20.   “When are we going to open the  presents?” Damian        20.  CORRECT 
         asked excitedly.                  

                                                                                                                   LD
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